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Pentkhaus

Treasure At Tampines
???????, ?????? ???????, ??? ??? ???, , , ,

PRODAZHNAYA TSENA

$ 1886000.00

 1722 qft  10 komnaty  5 spal'ni  5 vannyye
komnaty

 5 etazhi  5 qft Ploshchad'
zemel'nogo uchastka

 5 mesta dlya
mashin

Jack Sheo
Jack Sheo

Singapore, Singapore - Mestnoye Vremya

+65 93378483
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In Singapore, for new launch condos released for sale in 2019, the standard going price to own a condo is generally $1 million or higher. There

are only a few condominiums that start lower than that at around $670,000 for a 1-bedroom. Treasure at Tampines is significantly cheaper,

starting at $585,000 (for the base, 1-bedroom units) on its launch day on March 15, 2019. This fantastic price gathered the attention of consumers

fast, and the units have been selling quickly. At this moment, the entry price is about $645,000 for the base 1-bedroom condo while the five-

bedroom (1,722sqft) starts at only $1,886,000 (nearly anything else that size in Singapore would cost upwards of $2 million!). Please note that

price updates are dynamic, and this page may not always reflect the most current price. If you want to know the most recent price, call +65

9337-8483 or use the whatsapp chat button on the left! Within the grounds of Treasure at Tampines, is a world of amenities. 128 facilities to be

precise. There is a large pool where you can swim, play, or relax in the sun. The complex also has an outdoor CrossFit gym as well as an indoor

fully functional gym with dance studios, cardio equipment, and strength training machines and equipment. There are many children’s playgrounds,

a tenant activity room, meeting and banquet halls, and event spaces. Residents can bike along the Tampines Bicycle path and enjoy nature and

wildlife at the Butterfly Garden. Each of the condos at Treasure at Tampines has an incredibly functional layout featuring large halls and

bedrooms. Additionally, there is a balcony on every apartment that faces a slew of desirable views like the pool, a park, greenery, etc. There is

also a utility room in each apartment for a washer and dryer.
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